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Abstract: The principle of prohibition of abuse of rights aims to correct the application of a rule of law on the basis of standards such as good faith, fairness, and justice if, despite formal observance of the conditions of the rule, the objective of that rule has not been achieved. This principle amounts to a general principle of Union law. First, a common concept of abuse of rights exists in the legal traditions of the Member States. Second, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has gradually built a Union concept of abuse of rights (Emsland-Stärke, Halifax, Kofoed). However, the general principle of prohibition of abuse of rights is not expressly incorporated into the codification projects on European contract law. This principle constitutes a specific application of the general duty of good faith and fair dealing in its limitative function. In principle, this approach is valid, more specifically from the perspective of the Civil Law traditions where the prohibition of abuse of rights is likewise considered as one of the applications of the more general and autonomous limitative function of good faith (e.g., Germany and the Netherlands). However, an express incorporation of the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights would be advisable from the perspective of the Civil Law traditions where the limitative function of good faith is not autonomous but exclusively linked to the general principle prohibiting the abuse of rights (e.g., Belgium and France). Such an incorporation would be in line with the recognition of a general principle of Union law prohibiting the abuse of rights.

Résumé : Le principe de l’interdiction de l’abus de droit vise à corriger l’application formelle d’une règle de droit sur la base des principes de bonne foi, d’équité et de justice, dans la mesure où l’objectif de cette règle n’a pas été respecté. Ce principe constitue un principe général de droit de l’Union européenne. D’abord, il existe une notion commune de l’abus de droit dans les traditions juridiques des Etats Membres. En plus, la Cour de Justice de l’Union européenne a progressivement développé une notion propre de l’abus de droit (Emsland-Stärke, Halifax, Kofoed). Toutefois, le principe général interdisant d’abuser de ses droits n’a pas été expressément intégré dans les projets de codification du droit européen des contrats. Ce principe est considéré comme une application spécifique de la fonction limitative du devoir de bonne foi. En principe, cette approche est valable, spécifiquement du point de vue des traditions nationales, où l’interdiction de l’abus de droit constitue également une des applications de la fonction limitative de la bonne foi, qui joue un rôle autonome (e.a. Allemagne, Pays-Bas). En revanche, une intégration du principe de l’interdiction de l’abus de droit dans les projets de codification serait recommandable du point de vue des traditions nationales, où l’autonomie de la fonction limitative de la bonne foi a été condamnée et où cette fonction est soumise aux critères d’application et sanctions propres à l’abus de droit (e.a. Belgique, France). Une pareille intégration dans les projets de codification serait en
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The concept of abuse of rights refers to situations in which a right is formally exercised in conformity with the conditions laid down in the rule granting the right, but where the legal outcome is against the objective of that rule. Thus, the tension between the strict application of a rule and the true spirit of that rule is at stake. In such situations, the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights functions as a corrective mechanism to the strict application of a rule of law: it will reduce the ‘abusive’ exercise of the right granted by that rule to a normal use, through reliance on fundamental standards of behaviour, such as good faith, fairness, morality, justice, or the respect of the finality of the law.¹

This contribution is divided into two main sections. In the first section, it will be examined whether the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights amounts to a general principle of Union law (see section 2 below). Traditionally, this principle has been developed in the legal systems of the Member States in the field of private law.

Therefore, it will first be analysed how a common principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights has arisen in these legal traditions (see section 2.2 below). Progressively, the application of the principle of abuse of rights has been extended to the fields of public and international law. In addition, in the law of the European Union (‘Union law’), this principle has been developed over thirty years, principally in the case law of the European Court of Justice (‘ECJ’ or ‘Court’) through preliminary rulings on the basis of Article 267 TFEU (ex Article 234 EC).² Hence, it will thereafter be examined how a Union principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights has gradually been created in the case law of the ECJ (see section 2.3 below).

In the second section, this contribution will define the role of the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights in a codified European contract law in light of the recent harmonization process in this field (see section 3 below). After providing a brief overview of the various codification projects (see section 3.1 below), it will be examined if and in which manner these projects refer to a principle prohibiting the abuse of rights (see section 3.2 below). On the one hand, a close connection will be established between this principle and the principle of good faith, exercised in its limitative function (see section 3.3 below). On the other hand, it will be demonstrated that the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed by the ECJ, is also relevant as such in private law matters where Union law is at stake (see section 3.4 below). On this basis, this contribution will evaluate whether an explicit reference to the prohibition of the abuse of rights is needed in the codification projects, or whether a link to the principle of good faith is sufficient (see section 3.5 below).

2. A General Principle of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights in European Union Law

2.1 Concept of a General Principle of Union Law³

The only provision in the TFEU that refers to general principles of law is Article 340(2) TFEU (ex Article 288(2) EC), which refers to ‘the general principles common to the laws of the Member States’ in the context of non-contractual

² Following the Treaty of Lisbon, signed on 13 Dec. 2007 and entered into force on 1 Dec. 2009, the constitutional frame of the European Union is from now on based upon two treaties: the Treaty on the European Union (‘TEU’), on the one hand, and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (‘TFEU’), amending and renaming the Treaty establishing the European Community (‘EC Treaty’), on the other hand. With the Treaty of Lisbon, the pillar structure is abolished and the European Community is incorporated into the European Union. Henceforth, the European Union has a single international legal personality and exercises all current community and non-community competences. Thus, the European Union replaces the European Community. Throughout this contribution, the new numbering of the Treaties will be used for actual developments. For historical information, however, it will be referred to the EC Treaty. Moreover, the modified terminology of the Treaties will be used: it will no longer be referred to ‘Community law’ but to ‘Union law’.

liability. Nonetheless, the ECJ has also applied the concept of general principles outside this context. The Court established a large number of general principles of Union law on the basis of Article 220 EC (now replaced in substance by Article 19 TEU), according to which the Court must ensure that within the interpretation and application of the Treaties the law is observed. The ECJ has included ‘general principles’ within the term ‘law’. Principles created on that basis form part of the legal order of the European Union. Hence, a breach of them constitutes an ‘infringement of the Treaties or of any rule of law relating to their application’, which is a ground for judicial review of the legality of acts under Article 263 TFEU (ex Article 230 EC).

The most important source for the ECJ in formulating these general principles are the laws of the Member States, as indicated in Article 340(2) TFEU (ex Article 288(2) EC). Yet, to become a general principle of Union law, it is not necessary that a principle is common to all the laws of the Member States. It suffices that a principle is common to most of the Member States’ legal systems.

General principles of Union law constitute a genuine, autonomous source of Union law. These principles have a constitutional status and are equal, in terms of hierarchy, to the Treaties. They are binding on the Union institutions and on the Member States.

4 Article 6(3) TEU (ex Art. 6(2) EU Treaty) also refers to ‘general principles of Union law’ in the context of human rights protection.


Within the legal order of the European Union, general principles of law play a fundamental role. These principles are considered as an increasingly important mechanism to ‘fill gaps’ in Union law. In addition, general principles of law constitute a crucial tool for the creation of a ‘common law of Europe’ and for the harmonization of private law matters.

2.2 Recognition of a Common Principle of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights in the Laws of the Member States

Since the laws of the Member States constitute the most important source for the establishment of general principles of Union law, the presence of a common concept of abuse of rights in the legal systems of the Member States must be examined, before determining whether such a general principle is accepted at the level of the European Union.

It is true that in the Common Law systems and in the Nordic countries, there is no general recognition of the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights. Nevertheless, in these legal systems, pragmatic solutions are found through the use of concepts that, in concrete situations, will lead to a similar result as the prohibition of abuse of rights would do.

In the Member States with a Civil Law tradition, however, the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights is generally recognized. The source for the recognition of this principle varies. In some legal systems, the principle of the prohibition of abuse is codified (Germany, Greece, Luxembourg).

---


12 It might be inferred from this that the concept of abuse of rights is implicitly present in these legal systems, or that the ‘underlying idea(l)s’ are quite similar as in the legal systems of other Member States, see supra n. 6.


14 Article 281 Greek Civil Code.

15 Article 6-1 Luxembourgish Civil Code.
the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain), whereas in other legal systems, it emanates from the case law (Belgium and France).

Moreover, with regard to the legal basis of the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, a fundamental distinction should be drawn. In some Civil Law traditions (Belgium and France), historically the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights has been created outside contract law, in the field of property law. It was built on the basis of delictual liability under Article 1382 Civil Code. Thereafter, the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights has been recognized in contractual matters on the basis of the duty of good faith in the performance of contracts under Article 1134 (3) Civil Code, in its limitative function. Nevertheless, the limitative function of good faith is not granted an autonomous role. It is entirely concretized through the strict criteria for the general principle prohibiting the abuse of rights, as developed outside the domain of contract law. This means that the limitative function of good faith merely applies if one of the criteria for the prohibition of abuse is fulfilled. Thus, in these legal systems, the limitative function of good faith is fully assimilated with the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights (‘abuse-based Civil Law traditions’).
In other Civil Law traditions (Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, and Portugal), the prohibition of abuse of rights is founded on the restrictive function of reasonableness and fairness (Treu und Glauben, redelijkheid en billijkheid). In these legal systems, the limitative function of good faith plays an autonomous role. It may also apply if the criteria for the existence of an abuse of rights are not fulfilled. Thus, the prohibition of abuse of rights is not the exclusive criterion for the limitative function of good faith but merely one of the possible applications of this function (‘reasonableness and fairness-based Civil Law traditions’).

Finally, as to the conditions for the existence of an abuse, a threefold distinction exists. In some legal systems, there exists a ‘subjective test’, according to which a subjective intention to harm is required (Austria and Italy). In other legal systems, there exists an ‘objective test’, requiring a harmful effect of a particular abuse (Germany, Greece, Luxembourg, Portugal, and Spain). Still other legal systems adopt an approach that can be situated between those two tests (Belgium, France, and the Netherlands): an abuse of rights does not only exist when a right is exercised with the intention of causing harm but also if a right is exercised in a careless and unreasonable manner. Thus, in Belgium, according to a generic criterion, an abuse of rights exists if the limits of a normal exercise of a subjective right by a careful and cautious person placed in the same circumstances are manifestly exceeded.

---

25 FAUVARQUE-COSSON & MAZAUD, Projet de cadre commun de référence: Terminologie contractuelle commune, 258 and 261.
26 Article 242 German Civil Code.
27 Articles 6:2(2) and 6:248 (2) Dutch Civil Code.

29 A particular expression of this subjective test lies in Art. 833 Civil Code, which, however, only concerns the abuse of the right of property.
30 See for this distinction, KARAVANAS, 524–526; NEVILLE BROWN, 513–514.
In spite of the above variations, a common concept of abuse of rights can be accepted in most of the Member States, particularly in the Civil Law systems. It has generally been defined as 'the exercise of a person’s rights in a manner which is unreasonable, with consequent harm to another, whether there was an intent to harm or mere carelessness or indifference as to harm resulting'.

2.3 Recognition of a Union Principle of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights in the Case Law of the ECJ

2.3.1 Abusive Reliance on Union Law to Circumvent the Application of National Rules

2.3.1.1 Broad Conception of the Abuse of Rights

In view of the definition of a common concept of abuse of rights in the legal traditions of the Member States, it must now be determined whether a general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights has been accepted at the Union level. In the initial case law of the ECJ, the emphasis was placed on situations where a right conferred by Union law, namely the right of free movement, was exercised in order to circumvent the law of a Member State.

The first case in which the ECJ explicitly addressed the issue of abuse of rights is van Binsbergen, involving a Dutch national who was acting as a legal representative in a case before a Dutch court. While the case was still pending, the Dutch lawyer moved to Belgium and thereby lost his right to act as a representative according to the Dutch rules. The ECJ considered that the Dutch law restricting legal representation to residents constituted in principle a restriction on the free movement of services. However, the Court ruled that it is legitimate for a Member State to impose restrictions on the freedom to provide services when a person exercises this freedom for the purpose of circumventing national law, in casu more stringent professional rules of conduct. The Court specified that such circumvention may arise where the activity is ‘entirely or principally directed towards [the] territory’ of the Member State of which the domestic rules are avoided.

The Court took a similar position in other free movement cases, such as the free movement of goods and workers, the freedom of establishment, and the free movement of Union citizens.

---

32 Neville Brown, 515.
In this early case law, the Court seems to give a broad conception to the abuse of rights. It might indeed be implied from its rulings that the ECJ regards all circumvention cases as falling within the scope of abuse of Union law, more specifically of the right of free movement. The Court does not subject the right for Member States to take national anti-abuse measures, preventing the circumvention of national law, to particular conditions. The Court attributed a particularly broad conception to the abuse of rights in Daily Mail, a circumvention case concerning the freedom of establishment in the field of company law. In this case, a company incorporated in the United Kingdom applied for a transfer of its central management and control to the Netherlands, with the principal aim of avoiding paying capital gains tax imposed in the United Kingdom. The company claimed that the obligation under UK law to request an authorization for such a transfer of residence was contrary to Articles 43 and 48 EC (now Articles 49 and 54 TFEU).

The ECJ ruled that the right for a company to transfer its central management and control to another Member State, while retaining its status as company incorporated under the legislation of the original Member State, did not fall within the scope of Articles 43 and 48 EC (now Articles 49 and 54 TFEU). This ruling might be perceived as giving the Member States free room to establish any national anti-abuse measures without restriction.

2.3.1.2 Emergence of Limits to the Broad Conception of the Abuse of Rights
2.3.1.2.1 Full effectiveness of Union law

In subsequent case law, the ECJ narrowed down its broad conception of the abuse of rights. This evolution in the approach of the Court started with the ‘Greek

---

39 See de la Feria, 400; van Gerven & Covemaecker, 84.
40 The scope of the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights seems to be broader under Union law than under the laws of the Member States. So, under Belgian and French law, cases in which a rule of law is applied in order to avoid the application of a stricter rule of law, which is normally applicable, would not fall under the doctrine of abuse of rights but are an application of the concept ‘fraude à la loi’. See X. Dieux, ‘Développements de la maxime fraus omnia corrupt in dans la jurisprudence de la Cour de cassation de Belgique’, in Actualité du droit des obligations, ed. P.-A. Foriers (Brussels: Bruylant, 2005), 130-142; J. Matthijs, ‘La fraude à la loi’, JT (1955): 541; P. van OmmeSLAGHE, ‘Un principe général du droit: fraus omnia corrupt in’, in Liber amicorum Paul Martens. L’humanisme dans la résolution des conflits. Utopie ou réalité? (Brussels: Larcier, 2007), 596-605.
42 Ibid., paras 23 and 24.
43 See de la Feria, 404.
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challenge’ cases (in particular Kefalas and Diamantis),\textsuperscript{44} in which the Court was more cautious towards national provisions preventing an abuse of rights conferred by Union law.

These cases, referred to the ECJ by the Greek courts, concerned the alleged abuse of Article 25(1) of the Second Company Law Directive.\textsuperscript{45} According to this provision, any increase in capital must be decided upon by a general meeting of shareholders. Contrary to this rule, in the ‘Greek challenge’ cases, the capital of public limited companies in financial difficulties was increased by administrative act, according to Article 8 of Greek Law No. 1386/1983. This Greek provision openly infringed Article 25(1) of the Second Company Law Directive and was therefore amended in conformity with the Directive (Greek Law No. 1882/1990).\textsuperscript{46} However, in the meantime, several of the former shareholders of these companies had asked the Greek courts for a declaration of invalidity of the capital increase on the grounds that it violated Article 25(1) of the Second Company Law Directive. The Greek State raised the objection that the shareholders had abusively relied on Article 25(1) of the Second Company Law Directive on the basis of Article 281 of the Greek Civil Code. The national court supported this objection. This court held that the shareholders benefited from the financial recovery brought about by the capital increase through administrative act, in view of the fact that they had declined to make use of their preferential right to acquire shares at the moment of increase of capital,\textsuperscript{47} or that they had themselves requested the intervention of the public entity in question.\textsuperscript{48}

The ECJ explicitly accepted the possibility for a national court to apply domestic provisions or principles on the prohibition of abuse of rights, in this case Article 281 of the Greek Civil Code, in order to assess whether a right granted by a Union provision, in this case Article 25(1) of the Second Company Directive, has been exercised in an abusive manner.\textsuperscript{49} However, the application of such national provisions or principles may not prejudice the full effect and uniform application of


\textsuperscript{45} Second Council Directive 77/91/EEC of 13 Dec. 1976 on coordination of safeguards, which, for the protection of the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of companies within the meaning of the second paragraph of Art. 58 of the Treaty, in respect of the formation of public limited liability companies and the maintenance and alteration of their capital, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent [1977] OJ L26/1.


Union law in the Member States. Moreover, the national provisions or principles may neither alter the scope of the Union law provision in question nor compromise the objectives pursued by it. 50 In the present cases, the Court rejected the reasoning of the national court based on the existence of an abuse of rights, since it would undermine the full effect and uniform application of Union law. 51

Furthermore, the ECJ pointed out in Kefalas that Union law does not preclude a national court, on the basis of sufficient convincing evidence, from examining whether a shareholder bringing an action based on Article 25(1) of the Second Company Directive is seeking to derive, to the detriment of the company, an improper advantage, manifestly contrary to the objective of that provision. 52 Similarly, the ECJ ruled in Diamantis that there exists a presumption of abuse of rights if a shareholder chooses a remedy that will cause such serious damage to the legitimate interests of others that it appears manifestly disproportionate. 53

Thus, the ‘Greek challenge’ cases draw a twofold limit to the right for Member States to apply national anti-abuse provisions. First, the observance of the uniform application and full effectiveness of Union law in the application of domestic anti-abuse provisions can be considered as a guarantee to ensure that the supremacy of Union law would not be undermined. 54 Indeed, the application by a national court of domestic anti-abuse provisions, allowing derogations from Union law, seems to weaken the absolute character of the supremacy of Union law. 55 Hence, the duty for the Member States to respect the uniform application and full effectiveness of Union law in the application of their own anti-abuse provisions functions as a compromise between the principle of fairness, which prohibits the abuse of rights, and the principle of supremacy of Union law. 56

---

56 WOUTERS, 728, para. 728; Y. VAN GERVEN, 358.
Second, although Member States are formally granted the right to apply their own anti-abuse provisions to rights conferred by Union law, there is not much choice left for the national courts in assessing whether there exists an abuse of rights. In the ‘Greek challenge’ cases, the ECJ defined itself the substantive scope of the Union right at stake and reviewed itself all grounds for the existence of an abuse of rights. The Court determined itself the content of the abuse of rights (see section 2.3.1.2.1 above). This evolution might be considered as a first step towards the creation of a Union concept of the abuse of rights, with its own conditions of application. It might even be considered as the origin for the recognition of a general principle of Union law on the prohibition of abuse of rights.

2.3.1.2.2 Objectives of the provisions of Union law

In Centros, another landmark case following the ‘Greek challenge’ cases, the ECJ also applied a narrower conception of the abuse of rights. Centros concerned a company that is owned by Danish nationals but incorporated in the United Kingdom in order to circumvent the Danish rules on the payment of minimum share capital. Although the company was registered in the United Kingdom, it did not carry out any activity there. The company set up a branch in Denmark but was refused registration by the Danish authorities on the basis that the branch would, in reality, be its principal establishment. The case was referred to the ECJ concerning the question of whether the refusal to register the branch violated Articles 43 and 48 EC (now Articles 49 and 54 TFEU).

The ECJ recognized principally the right for Member States to take anti-abuse measures in order to prevent the circumvention of national rules through the application of Union law. However, the conduct of the persons concerned must be assessed in the light of the objectives pursued by those provisions. According to the ECJ, the right to form a company in accordance with the law of a Member State and to set up branches in other Member States is inherent in the exercise of the freedom of establishment. The Court concluded that the refusal of the Danish authorities to register the branch was contrary to Articles 43 and 48 EC (now Articles 49 and 54 TFEU).

---

58 FLEISCHER, 874.
59 VRELLIS, 639.
61 Ibid., para. 25.
62 Ibid., para. 27.
63 Ibid., para. 39.
Nevertheless, the ECJ emphasized that this conclusion does not preclude Member States from adopting any appropriate measure for preventing or penalizing fraud, either in relation to the company itself or in relation to its members. 64 This can be considered an application of the general principle fraus omnia corrupt: even in the absence of a circumvention qualifying as an abuse of rights on the basis of the Court’s narrower conception of the prohibition of abuse, the general rule that ‘fraud vitiates everything’ remains applicable. 65

Thus, after the ‘Greek challenge’ cases, Centros imposes a further limit on the right for Member States to apply national anti-abuse measures. Indeed, this right is limited by the objectives of the provisions of Union law – in this case, the freedom of establishment – themselves. 66 Unlike the van Binsbergen doctrine, where all circumvention cases were regarded as abusive, Centros supports a new conception formulated by the Court, under which not all situations involving circumvention constitute an abuse of Union law. 67

2.3.2 Abusive or Fraudulent Exercise of Rights Conferring by Union Law

2.3.2.1 Establishment of the ‘Abuse Test’

In recent years, the ECJ has extended the application of the prohibition of abuse of rights to every abusive or fraudulent exercise of rights conferred by Union law, whether these rights are exercised with an aim of circumventing national rules or not. 68

A landmark case, Emsland-Stärke, 69 concerned a German company that exported potato-based products to Switzerland, for which it received an export refund on the basis of Regulation 2730/79. 70 Yet, immediately after their release

---

64 Ibid., para. 39.
65 See VAN GERVEN & COVEMAEKER, 85.
67 See DE LA FERIA, 407; KELLGREN, 191; SORENSSEN, 444–447: the Court no longer applies the principle established in van Binsbergen that circumvention arises where the activity is ‘entirely or principally directed towards [the] territory’ of the Member State of which the national rules are circumvented. Indeed, in Centros, no business was conducted in the Member State where the company was established (United Kingdom), and the activity was entirely or at least principally directed towards the Member State of which the national rules are circumvented (Denmark). However, the Court decided that there was no circumvention but that the conduct of the persons in question was inherent in the freedom of establishment. The approach in Centros seems to be difficult to reconcile with the van Binsbergen approach.
68 This extension of the scope of application of the prohibition of abuse of rights contrasts with the Court’s narrower conception of the abuse of rights, initiated with the ‘Greek challenge’ cases and Centros. Sorensen, 427.
for home use in Switzerland, the products were transported back to Germany, unaltered and by the same means of transport, and were released for home use in that Member State. In light of this, the German authorities reclaimed from the company what they considered as an unduly granted refund. The case was referred to the Court concerning the question of whether the regulation at stake should be interpreted as precluding the company’s right to an export refund.

The ECJ emphasized that the scope of Union regulations could not be extended to cover abuses on the part of the trader.\(^\text{71}\) Thereafter, the Court explicitly formulated an ‘abuse test’: first, a finding of an abuse requires a combination of objective circumstances in which, despite formal observance of the conditions laid down by the Union rules, the purpose of those rules has not been achieved (‘objective test’).\(^\text{72}\) Second, it requires the intention to obtain an advantage from the Union rules by creating artificially the conditions laid down for obtaining it (‘subjective test’). This subjective element can be established by evidence of collusion between the Union exporter receiving the funds and the importer of the goods in the third country.\(^\text{73}\) As a consequence, the ECJ implicitly accepted that the actual intention could be established on the basis of objective circumstances, if an interested party does not openly admit its intention to obtain an advantage from Union law (so-called ‘objective intentions’).\(^\text{74}\)


\(^{72}\) Ibid., para. 52. For the establishment of the purpose of the applicable Union law, the national court will frequently have to refer questions to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling. As to the assessment of the objective circumstances, ‘purely formal’ circumstances (ECJ, 14 Dec. 2000, Case C-110/99, Emsland-Stärke [2000] ECR I-1569, para. 50) or ‘wholly artificial arrangements’ (ECJ, 12 Sep. 2006, Case C-196/04, Cadbury Schweppes plc, Cadbury Schweppes Overseas Ltd v. Commissioners of Inland Revenue [2006] ECR I-7995, para. 57) will point to an abuse of rights. In evaluating the ‘artificial’ character of a transaction, the material reality has to be taken into account, rather than the formal circumstances. See for more details, D. Weber, ‘Abuse of Law, European Court of Justice, 14 Dec. 2000, Case C-110/99, Emsland-Stärke’, LIEI (2004): 52–53.

\(^{73}\) ECJ, 14 Dec. 2000, Case C-110/99, Emsland-Stärke [2000] ECR I-1569, para. 53. The question arises whether the ‘abuse test’, with the requirement of a subjective element, only applies to the new type of abuse, namely the abusive or fraudulent exercise of rights conferred by Union law, or also to the traditional type of abuse, namely circumvention of national rules. In previous circumvention case law, the Court considered that the existence of an objective element was sufficient: BAUDENBACHER, 215. However, there are good arguments that the new ‘abuse test’ developed in Emsland-Stärke is so broad that it must encompass all types of abuse, including circumvention cases: BAUDENBACHER, 218. Thus, for circumvention cases, a subjective element would be required. As a consequence, less circumvention cases would be qualified as an abuse in future case law: SØRENSEN, 451–452.

\(^{74}\) BAUDENBACHER, 216; WEBER, 53: examples are ties of affiliation, or links of a personal or economic nature. According to SØRENSEN, 451 and 454–458, the establishment of abuse requires objective evidence. Motives and intention cannot in themselves prove the existence of abuse but can merely support other, objective evidence of abuse.
The ECJ ruled that it is the duty of the national courts to establish the existence of an abuse, according to the twofold test set out above. The evidence must be adduced in accordance with the rules of national law, provided that the effectiveness of Union law is not undermined.

Thus, building upon the ‘Greek challenge’ cases and Centros, in Emsland-Stärke the Court created for the first time a true Union principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, with its own conditions of application. Hence, the ECJ has formally recognized the prohibition of abuse of rights in the legal order of the European Union. Emsland-Stärke can be perceived as a crucial step towards the recognition of a general principle of Union law prohibiting the abuse of rights.

2.3.2.2 Further Development of the ‘Abuse Test’

The new ‘abuse test’ has been progressively applied to other areas of Union law, particularly to the field of taxation, starting with VAT cases, and moving later to direct taxation.

2.3.2.2.1 VAT cases

A crucial VAT case, Halifax, concerned a company that decided to set up new ‘call centres’ for the purposes of its business. On the basis of Article 174 of the Common VAT System Directive concerning the apportionment of tax, the company could have recovered only 5% of the VAT paid on any construction works. However, the company set up a scheme whereby it was able to recover effectively the full amount of input VAT incurred on the building works through a series of transactions involving different companies in the Halifax group. These transactions were allegedly concluded with the sole purpose of tax avoidance.

Upon referral for a preliminary ruling, the ECJ ruled that the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights also applied to the sphere of VAT. Therefore, the Common VAT System Directive should be interpreted as precluding the right to deduct input VAT if the transactions on which that right is based constituted an abuse of rights.

76 Ibid., para. 54.
77 TRIANTAFFYLOU, 2002, 627.
78 Ibid., 628; LENARTS & VAN NUFFEL, 715.
80 See DE LA FERIA, 424-433.
Thereafter, the Court confirmed the two-part ‘abuse test’ established in *Emsland-Stärke*. First, an abuse exists if the transactions concerned, notwithstanding formal application of the conditions laid down by the relevant provisions of the Common VAT System Directive and the national legislation transposing it, result in the accrual of a tax advantage, the grant of which would be contrary to the purpose of those provisions (‘objective test’).\(^8^4\) Second, it must be apparent from a number of objective factors that the essential aim\(^8^5\) of the transactions concerned is to obtain a tax advantage (‘subjective test’).\(^8^6\) Thus, the ECJ refined the subjective element by expressly accepting so-called ‘objective intentions’,\(^8^7\) implicitly admitted in *Emsland-Stärke*\(^8^8\).

The ECJ concluded that it is for the national courts to establish the existence of an abusive practice, according to the rules of evidence of national law. However, the effectiveness of Union law may not be undermined.\(^8^9\)

The significance of *Halifax* for the doctrine of abuse in Union law is twofold. First, this case tends to generalize the scope of application of the Union concept of abuse by applying the ‘abuse test’ to another area of Union law. Second, it further develops the substance of the Union concept of abuse by refining the subjective element of the ‘abuse test’.

---

\(^8^4\) *Ibid.*, para. 74.

\(^8^5\) The distinction between a ‘sole purpose’ and an ‘essential purpose’ standard is not clear in this decision. On the one hand, the ECJ seems to imply that no abusive practice exists if the economic activity carried out may have *some other explanation* than the obtainment of tax advantages (para. 75). This points in the direction of a ‘sole purpose’ standard. On the other hand, the ECJ lists several criteria of legal, economic, and/or personal nature to determine the real substance of the transaction (para. 81). This implies a balancing exercise between several purposes against each other. Hence, this points in the direction of an ‘essential purpose’ standard. See F. VANISTENDAEL, ‘*Halifax* and *Cadbury Schweppes*: One Single European Theory of Abuse in Tax Law?’, *ECTR* (2006): 193.

\(^8^6\) ECJ, 21 Feb. 2006, Case C-255/02, *Halifax* [2006] ECR I-1609, para. 75. Such objective factors may include the purely artificial nature of the transactions and the links of a legal, economic, and/or personal nature between the operators involved in the scheme, *ibid.*, para. 81.

\(^8^7\) This ‘objective approach’ is probably a reaction to previous criticisms on the use of a subjective element in the abuse test. See Weber, 51.

\(^8^8\) The scope of the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights is broader under Union law than under the laws of the Member States. So, under Belgian and French law, the ruling in *Halifax* would not be based on the doctrine of abuse but would be an application of the principle of ‘lifting the veil’, according to which fraudulent schemes are detected and removed. Such schemes constitute invalid legal acts, defined as ‘simulation frauduleuse’ or ‘simulation illicite’. See P. VAN OMMESLACHE, ‘La simulation en droit des obligations’, in *Les obligations contractuelles* (Brussels: Jeune Barreau, 2000), 151, 166–169, and 204–205.

2.3.2.2.2 Direct taxation

A milestone case in this field, *Cadbury Schweppes*,\(^90\) concerned the compatibility of UK legislation on controlled foreign companies (‘CFC legislation’) with the Treaty provisions on the freedom of establishment. In this case, a UK parent company established a subsidiary (a so-called ‘CFC’) in Ireland, where it was subject to a more favourable tax regime. The CFC legislation countered this alleged tax avoidance by imposing a tax charge upon the UK parent company on the profits made by its Irish subsidiary.

Upon referral for a preliminary ruling, the Court ruled that, in principle, the CFC legislation restricted the freedom of establishment.\(^91\) However, such a restriction could be justified if it aimed to prevent ‘wholly artificial arrangements’.\(^92\) In order to establish the existence of a wholly artificial arrangement,\(^93\) the ECJ referred to the two-part ‘abuse test’ applied in *Emsland-Stärke* and *Halifax*.\(^94\)

The CFC legislation must not be applied as soon as it is proven on the basis of objective factors that the incorporation of a CFC reflects an economic reality, namely that the CFC is actually established in the host Member State and carries on genuine economic activities there.\(^95\) It is for the national court to carry out this test.\(^96\)

This application of a ‘fraud test’ based on the existence of a wholly artificial arrangement may be considered an application of the general principle *fraus omnia corrumpit*: only if a wholly artificial arrangement exists, leaving no room for the existence of an economic reality based on objective factors, CFC legislation may be imposed. Only in such a case, ‘fraud vitiates everything’, so that the restriction of the freedom of establishment is justified.

In *Cadbury Schweppes*, the scope of application of the Union concept of the abuse of rights was further generalized. Indeed, for the first time, the Court applied the ‘abuse test’ to a non-harmonized area of Union law.\(^97\) Thus, the ECJ seems to be favourable to a harmonization of the concept of abuse of rights: the same concept of


\(^91\) Ibid., para. 46.

\(^92\) Ibid., para. 57.

\(^93\) In *Halifax*, the Court still leaves some room for the national courts to apply an ‘essential aim’ standard: they may consider whether the tax motive is ‘essential’ compared to other non-tax motives. As soon as the tax motive is ‘essential’, an abuse exists, independently of the existence of non-tax motives. However, in *Cadbury Schweppes*, the Court categorically opts for a ‘sole purpose’ standard: as soon as it is established that the incorporation of a CFC in another Member State reflects an economic reality, an abusive practice is precluded. It is irrelevant whether there is also a tax motive. See DE LA FERIA, 428–429; VANSTENDAEL, 195.

\(^94\) Ibid., para. 64.

\(^95\) Ibid., para. 75.

\(^96\) Ibid., para. 72.

\(^97\) In *Emsland-Stärke* and *Halifax*, the ‘abuse test’ was applied to largely harmonized areas of Union law, namely agricultural levies and VAT, forming part of the Union’s own resources. On the contrary, corporate direct taxation has only been marginally harmonized and does not form part of the Union’s own resources; DE LA FERIA, 410-411 and 425.
abuse can be used for all operations between Member States within the internal market.\textsuperscript{98}

\subsection*{2.3.3 Towards the Recognition of a General Principle of Union Law of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights}

The definition of a Union concept of the abuse of rights by the ECJ (\textit{Emsland-Stärke}) and its progressive application to various areas of Union law (\textit{Halifax} and \textit{Cadbury Schweppes}) may be considered as an implicit recognition of a general principle of Union law of the prohibition of abuse of rights. Indeed, the identification of the proper content of a Union concept of abuse of rights is an indispensable and decisive step towards the recognition of such a general principle.\textsuperscript{99}

Moreover, in a recent case, \textit{Kofoed,}\textsuperscript{100} the ECJ explicitly referred to the prohibition of abuse of rights as a general principle of Union law. This case concerned the charging of income tax in respect of an exchange of shares undertaken by Mr Kofoed. The case addressed, among other aspects, the interpretation of an anti-abuse clause set out in Article 11(1)(a) of the Merger Directive.\textsuperscript{101} Invoking its judgments in \textit{Halifax} and \textit{Cadbury Schweppes}, the Court ruled:

Thus, Article 11(1)(a) of Directive 90/434 reflects the general Community [Union] law principle that abuse of rights is prohibited. Individuals must not improperly or fraudulently take advantage of provisions of Community [Union] law. The application of Community [Union] legislation cannot be extended to cover abusive practices, that is to say, transactions carried out not in the context of normal commercial operations, but solely for the purpose of wrongfully obtaining advantages provided for by Community [Union] law.\textsuperscript{102}

This ruling clearly points to a formal recognition of a general principle prohibiting the abuse of rights on a Union level.\textsuperscript{103}

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{\textsuperscript{98}See DE LA FERIA, 429–430; VANSTENDAEL, 194: ‘the ECJ has “denationalized” the concept of abuse and “Europeanized” this concept by putting the focus on its effectiveness in the Internal Market’.
\footnote{\textsuperscript{99}See DE LA FERIA, 437.
\end{footnotesize}
Furthermore, the majority of the legal doctrine is in favour of the recognition of such a principle. Nevertheless, some authors doubt the existence of a general principle of Union law prohibiting the abuse of rights, or argue that the references in the ECJ case law merely amount to an interpretative principle of Union law. However, in light of the developments in the ECJ case law, it seems that these views can no longer be upheld.

In conclusion, both the existence of a common concept of abuse of rights in the laws of the Member States (see section 2.2 above) and the definition of a Union concept of abuse of rights (see section 2.3 above) confirm the existence of a general principle of Union law prohibiting the abuse of rights.

3. Role of the General Principle of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights in a Codified European Contract Law

3.1 Evolution towards a Codified European Contract Law

Initially, contract law was almost exclusively created by the laws of the Member States. Union law encompassed above all areas of public law: only there, supranational Union law existed alongside the laws of the Member States.

However, since the 1980s, progressively legislative acts of the European Union were adopted in the field of private law. These acts primarily took the form of directives and extended to core areas of contract law, such as late payments or, for consumer contracts, standard contract terms and contractual conformity of

---


106 According to this view, the Court’s doctrine on the abuse of rights is limited to the interpretation of Union provisions. In order to determine whether an abuse of rights exists, it will be examined whether the alleged abusive behaviour falls inside or outside the scope of the Union provision. Only in the latter case, an abuse of rights exists: Opinion of Advocate General Poiares Maduro, Case C-255/02, Halifax, para. 69; Kielsgren, 190 and 192; O. Roussel & H.M. Lieeman, ‘The Doctrine of the Abuse of Community Law: The Sword of Damocles Hanging over the Head of EC Corporate Tax Law?’, EU Taxation (2006): 562.

107 Heiderhoff, 2–3.
goods. Through this legislative activity, innovative aspects were introduced into contract law, influencing the laws of the Member States. The Member States not only transposed these directives as required under the EC Treaty (now TFEU) but often voluntarily extended the directives beyond their scope of application as prescribed under Union law ('extended transposition').

In spite of this increasing legislative activity of the European Union in the field of contract law, the Union measures adopted in this area lacked coherence. More specifically, these provisions did not reflect a common concept of European contract law. They more often related to specific policy aims of the European Union.

Against this background, scholarly interest grew as regards the creation of a common concept of European contract law. For this, several research groups of legal scholars were created. These groups focused on the Europeanization of contract law but with different objectives and working methods. The most important codification projects established in this area include the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL), the Principles of the Existing EC Contract Law ('Acquis Principles'), the Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR), prepared by a Joint Network on European Private Law ('CoPECL Network of Excellence'), and

---


109 For example, further development of information duties in the precontractual phase, establishment of the legal institution of withdrawal for various areas of contract law, and strengthening of the protection against discrimination beyond the level existing in most Member States.

110 For example, extension of the right of withdrawal prescribed by the 'doorstep selling' directive, 85/577/EEC of 20 Dec. 1985 [1985] OJ L372/31 to contracts concluded in public areas; extension of the application of the consumer sales directive provisions, prescribed for consumer contracts, to all contracts (in German law, Art. 312 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) and Art. 434).


the Guiding Principles and Revised Principles of European Contract Law, elaborated by a specific working group created on the initiative of the Association Henri Capitant des amis de la Culture Juridique Française and the Société de Législation Comparée.116

3.2 Reference to a Prohibition of Abuse of Rights in the Codification Projects

3.2.1 PECL

In the PECL, no explicit reference is made to the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights. However, under section 2 ‘General Duties’, Article 1:201 PECL expressly incorporates a general rule on ‘good faith and fair dealing’: ‘(1) Each party must act in accordance with good faith and fair dealing. (2) The parties may not exclude or limit this duty.’

This duty is defined in such broad terms that it establishes a truly general obligation.117 This obligation of good faith and fair dealing is used in an ‘objective sense’: the parties are under a duty to follow a standard of behaviour, which is given by honesty, social morality, and good practices.118 It is worth mentioning that the French version of the PECL only refers to a duty of ‘good faith’, whereas the English version uses the wording ‘good faith and fair dealing’. As indicated in the commentary of the English version, ‘good faith’ refers to the intention to act honestly and fairly, which is a subjective element. On the contrary, ‘fair dealing’ is the fact of acting fairly, which is an objective element.119 Thus, read together, ‘good faith and fair dealing’ refer to an objective standard of conduct. It follows that the term ‘good faith’ used in the French version must be understood in this broader meaning, including an objective dimension.120

The pattern of conduct, imposed by the obligation of good faith and fair dealing, is not only required in the formation, performance, and enforcement of the parties’ contractual duties but also in the exercise of a party’s right under the contract.121 In the latter case, the exercise of existing rights may be limited on


121 LANDO & BEALE, 113.
the basis of good faith and fair dealing (limitative function). Thus, the prohibition of abuse of rights may be considered as a specific application of the general rule of good faith and fair dealing expressed in Article 1:201 PECL. Indeed, under this rule, an abusive exercise of a right will be limited to an adequate use. For example, a party is not entitled to exercise a remedy if this is of no benefit to him and his only purpose is to harm the other party. Likewise, if a party stands on ceremony without any good reasons, it cannot avoid a contract because this ceremony has not been respected in a particular case. In addition, if a party uses dilatory tactics to put off another party, the former party is estopped from relying on the time limit if the latter party sues him after the expiration of that time limit.

However, such a general wording of ‘good faith and fair dealing’ in the PECL contains the risk that every Member State will give its own interpretation to that provision. Only the legal systems in which the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights is connected to the principle of good faith will infer a prohibition of abuse of rights from the general ruling on good faith and fair dealing in the PECL. Therefore, it will be examined whether a more explicit reference to the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights in the codification projects is desirable (see section 3.5 below).

3.2.2 Acquis Principles
The Acquis Principles do not include a general rule on good faith equivalent to Article 1:201 PECL. This is because in the *acquis communautaire*, no solid basis exists for an overarching principle of good faith, serving as a single standard for all aspects of contract law. This principle rather appears in various facets depending on whether it relates to precontractual, contractual, or postcontractual matters. Therefore, the Acquis Principles contain individual provisions for these different aspects of the principle of good faith.

These individual provisions are the following: Article 2:101 Acquis Principles imposes a general duty on the parties to act in accordance with good faith in precontractual dealings. Article 2:103 Acquis Principles, relating to negotiations contrary to good faith, gives further guidelines as to the interpretation of this general duty. Article 6:301(1) Acquis Principles assesses the fairness of terms that have not been individually negotiated. Article 7:101(1) Acquis Principles imposes a duty on the debtor to perform its obligations in accordance with good faith. Article 7:102 Acquis Principles imposes a duty on the parties to act in accordance with good faith in precontractual dealings. Article 2:103 Acquis Principles, relating to negotiations contrary to good faith, gives further guidelines as to the interpretation of this general duty. Article 6:301(1) Acquis Principles assesses the fairness of terms that have not been individually negotiated. Article 7:101(1) Acquis Principles imposes a duty on the debtor to perform its obligations in accordance with good faith. Article 7:102 Acquis Principles imposes a duty on the parties to act in accordance with good faith in precontractual dealings. Article 2:103 Acquis Principles, relating to negotiations contrary to good faith, gives further guidelines as to the interpretation of this general duty. Article 6:301(1) Acquis Principles assesses the fairness of terms that have not been individually negotiated. Article 7:101(1) Acquis Principles imposes a duty on the debtor to perform its obligations in accordance with good faith. Article 7:102

---

122 SANZ, 128.
123 LANDO & BEALE, 115.
124 Ibid., 114. However, if a particular ceremony is required as a condition of validity for a contract, the contract must be annulled when this ceremony has not been respected.
125 Ibid., 114. In Belgian law, the legal concept of ‘rechtsverwerking’ could apply in such a situation. See S. STIENS, ‘La “rechtsverwerking”: fin d’une attente (dé)raisonnable?’, JT (1990): 685.
Principles imposes a duty of good faith on a creditor in the exercise of its rights to performance and remedies for non-performance. Article 7:103 Acquis Principles imposes a duty of loyalty on the debtor, according to which he must give due regard to the creditor’s interests if an obligation by its nature requires the debtor to manage the creditor’s affairs. Finally, Article 7:104 Acquis Principles imposes a duty on the debtor and the creditor to cooperate with each other to the extent that this can reasonably be expected for the performance of an obligation.

Contrary to the PECL, the Acquis Principles explicitly refer to the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights in its commentaries. First, the commentary on Article 2:101 Acquis Principles expressly states that: ‘an abusive exercise of a right may also fall under Art. 2:101 Acquis Principles’. This is the case, for example, if a party requires information where this information is already known to that party and due to the circumstances a further confirmation or document is not necessary either.127

Second, and more importantly, the commentary on Article 7:102 Acquis Principles explains that this provision serves as a rule determining the limits of the exercise of rights (limitative function). This rule is expressly qualified as ‘a general rule preventing the abus de droit’.128 It deals with situations in which the right in question exists, but due to a particular context, the exercise of this right violates good faith and cannot be enforced for that reason.129 Thus, the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights may be understood as a specific application of the general duty of good faith, in its limitative function, expressed in Article 7:102 Acquis Principles.

3.2.3 DCFR

Like the PECL, the DCFR includes a general rule on good faith. In Book I ‘General Provisions’, Article I-1:102(3) DCFR provides that in the interpretation and development of the DCFR rules ‘regard should be had to the need to promote good faith and fair dealing’.130 In addition, in Book III ‘Obligations and Corresponding Rights’, Article III-1:103 DCFR imposes a general obligation of good faith:

(1) A person has a duty to act in accordance with good faith and fair dealing in performing an obligation, in exercising a right to performance, in pursuing or defending a remedy for non-performance, or in exercising a right to terminate an

---

127 Ibid., 67.
128 Ibid., 264.
129 Ibid., 264.
obligation or contractual relationship. (2) The duty may not be excluded or limited by contract\textsuperscript{131} [or other judicial act].\textsuperscript{132}

This general obligation of good faith is used in an ‘objective sense’. Indeed, in the final outline version of the DCFR, the expression ‘good faith and fair dealing’ is defined as ‘a standard of conduct characterized by honesty, openness and consideration for the interests of the other party to the transaction or relationship in question’ (Article I-1:103 DCFR).\textsuperscript{133} Hence, such a pattern of conduct is required, among others, in exercising a right to performance. The principle of good faith may impose limits on the exercise of such a right (limitative function). Thus, the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights can be considered as a specific application of this general duty of good faith, in its limitative function. Nonetheless, the general wording of ‘good faith and fair dealing’ in the DCFR contains a similar risk as in the PECL that each Member State will give its own interpretation to that rule (see section 3.2.1 above).

Parallel to the DCFR, the Guiding Principles of European Contract Law (‘GPECL’), elaborated by the specific working group formed by the Association Henri Capitant des Amis de la Culture Juridique Française and the Société de Législation Comparée, include a general rule on good faith and fair dealing. In this way, Article 0-301 GPECL provides that ‘each party is bound to act in conformity with the requirements of good faith and fair dealing, from the negotiation of the contract until all of its provisions have been given effect’.\textsuperscript{134}

This duty is defined in such wide terms that it imposes a truly general obligation on the parties: they must act in good faith from the start of contractual negotiations through the performance of the contract, or even beyond, until the extinction of the effects of the contract.\textsuperscript{135}

Furthermore, Article 0-302 GPECL imposes a duty of good faith in the performance of an obligation: ‘every contract must be performed in good faith. The parties may avail themselves of the contractual rights and terms only in accordance with the objective that justified their inclusion in the contract’.\textsuperscript{136}

According to the commentary on this provision, performance in good faith supposes, among other aspects, that the parties invoke the contractual terms and exercise their contractual rights in good faith. In particular, they should only use

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{131} See von Bar et al., 2008, 150.
\bibitem{133} See von Bar et al., Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law, Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR), 178.
\bibitem{134} Faivarque-Cosson & Mazeaud, European Contract Law, Materials for a Common Frame of Reference: Terminology, Guiding Principles, Model Rules, 537.
\bibitem{135} Ibid., 515.
\bibitem{136} Ibid., 547.
\end{thebibliography}
these terms and rights in accordance with the aim that justified their original stipulation. 137

Thus, the prohibition of abuse of rights is a specific application of the general rule of good faith imposed in Article 0-301 GPECL and specified in Article 0-302 GPECL. Indeed, an abuse of rights exists when, despite the formal observance of the conditions for exercising a right, the objective of this right has not been achieved. 138 As indicated above, it is precisely such a conduct that is prohibited under Article 0-302 GPECL. In such a case, the exercise of the right in question will be limited to an adequate use in accordance with its aim (limitative function). For example, a creditor may not force a debtor to perform in kind if such performance would cause the debtor unreasonable effort or expense. Likewise, termination of a contract should only be possible where there is fundamental non-performance and not where there is only a lesser non-performance. 139 Yet, the general wording of ‘good faith and fair dealing’ contains a similar risk as in the PECL and the DCFR that each Member State will interpret this provision in its own manner (see section 3.2.1 above).

3.3 Relation between the Principle of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights and the Principle of Good Faith

3.3.1 The Prohibition of Abuse of Rights as an Application of the Principle of Good Faith

The above examination demonstrates that none of the codification projects contain an express provision on the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights. This principle seems to be understood as a specific application of the general duty of good faith and fair dealing, in its function of limiting the exercise of rights. This can be deduced implicitly from Article 1:201 PECL, Articles I-1:102(3) and III-1:103 DCFR, and Articles 0-301 and 0-302 GPECL. Moreover, this is explicitly recognized in the commentary on Article 7:102 Acquis Principles.

The relation between the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights and the principle of good faith is not specific to European contract law. The ECJ also sheds light on the existence of this relation in its abuse doctrine. In the ‘Greek challenge’ cases, the Court rules that there is a presumption of abuse of rights if a shareholder seeks to derive, to the detriment of the company, an improper advantage, manifestly contrary to the objective of that provision, 140 or if a shareholder chooses a remedy that will cause such a serious damage to the legitimate interests of others that it appears manifestly disproportionate (see section 2.3.1.2.1 above). 141 This test, and particularly the term ‘manifestly’, may indicate that the Union

137 Ibid., 538.
principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights is related to, or even an application
of, the principle of good faith in its role of limiting the exercise of rights. 142 Indeed,
if a right is exercised 'manifestly' contrary to its objective, or in a 'manifestly'
proportionate manner to the detriment of others, the exercise of that right will
be reduced to adequate proportions.

As such, the duty of good faith and fair dealing, on the one hand, and the
principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, on the other hand, seem to constitute
two sides of the same question: a positive side, namely the duty of good faith in the
performance of contracts, and a negative side, namely the prohibition of abuse of
rights. Consequently, similar results can be obtained on the basis of either of these
sides. Specific rules in the codification projects, such as the reduction of a stipulated
payment for non-performance where it is grossly excessive (Article III-3:712(2) DCFR),
can be explained both on the basis of the duty of good faith and fair dealing and on the
basis of the prohibition of abuse of rights (see section 3.5 below).

3.3.2 Recognition of a Limitative Function of the Principle of Good Faith

3.3.2.1 Member States

In the laws of the Member States, the principle of good faith is generally attributed
three functions: a function of concretization or interpretation, a function of supple-
mentation, and a function of correction or limitation. 143 Although the exact defini-
tion of these functions may vary in the national legal systems, they constitute a
European 'common core'. 144 that is to say, a concept that is common to most of the
national legal systems. 145

As an example, in Germany, the following functions (Fallgruppen) of the
principle of good faith (section 242 German Civil Code) are distinguished: con-
cretization of underlying legal values (sinngemäße Verwirklichung des Wertungs-
planes), supplementation of duties (Ergänzung des Wertungsplanes), and limitation
of rights (Korrektur des Gesetzesrechts). 146 In the Netherlands, the principle of good
faith (Article 6:2 Dutch Civil Code) has a supplementing function (aanvullende
werking) 147 and a limiting function (beperkende werking). 148 In addition, good faith

142 DEVROE, 166–168. See in the same sense, SNIJDER, 455–456.
143 See for an overview of these functions in the various legal systems, HESSELINK, 475–478; VAN
144 HESSELINK, 477.
145 It is true that the Common Law legal systems do not recognize a general principle of good faith.

However, these systems often use other concepts that will lead to similar results based on 'unfair-
ness'. See R. ZIMMERMANN & S. WHITTAKER (eds), Good Faith in European Contract Law (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 653 et seq., where concrete cases demonstrate that more
similarities exist between the different legal systems of the Member States based on 'good faith'
and 'fairness' than at first appearance.
147 HARTKAMP, 'Verhinderenissenrecht, Deel II', para. 307 et seq.
148 Ibid., para. 312 et seq.
plays a role in interpretation. In Belgium, the principle of good faith (Article 1134 (3) Belgian Civil Code) is usually attributed three functions: an interpretative function (fonction interprétative), a supplementing function (fonction complétive), and a restricting, limiting, or mitigating function (fonction restrictrice, limitative, ou moderatrice). In Italy, scholars distinguish between a supplementing function (funzione integrativa) and an evaluating function (funzione valutativa). In France, Greece, and Portugal, the principle of good faith equally plays an interpretative, supplementing, and correcting role, but these roles are not explicitly formulated in terms of three functions.

In conclusion, the Member States generally recognize a limitative function of good faith. In core national legal systems, the prohibition of abuse of rights is based on this limitative function (see section 2.2 above).

3.3.2.2 ECJ Case Law

On the one hand, in its Neumann case, the ECJ has rejected the existence of a general principle of objective unfairness, according to which:

A national authority was entitled, or even obliged, not to apply a provision of Community [Union] law in a case in which it considered that its application would lead to a result which the Community [Union] legislature would clearly have sought to avoid if it had envisaged such an eventuality when enacting the provision in question.

The Court ruled that the recognition of such a general principle would prevent the provisions of Union law from having full effect in the Member States and would prejudice the fundamental principle of a uniform application of Union law.
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149 Ibid., para. 280 et seq.
150 STIJNS, ‘Abus, mais de quel(s) droit(s)? Réflexions sur l’exécution de bonne foi des contrats et l’abus de droits contractuels’, 34. Sometimes, a fourth function is distinguished, which would allow the courts to change the content of the contract in certain circumstances (‘fonction modificatrice’). However, this function has not been accepted by the majority of authors and the courts. See J. PÉRILLEUX, ‘La bonne foi dans l’exécution du contrat: rapport belge’, in Travaux de l’association Henri Capitant, Tome XLIII, année 1992, Journées louisianaises de Baton-Rouge et La Nouvelle Orléans, ‘La Bonne foi’ (Paris: Litec, 1994), 248.
151 HESSELINK, 476.
152 See for the recognition of a limitative function of good faith in France, STOFFEL-MUNCK, 66 et seq.
153 Ibid., 477.
155 See on this rejection of a general principle of objective unfairness, HARTKAMP, ‘Vermogensrecht algemeen, Deel I’, 85; SNIJDELS, 454-454.
law.\textsuperscript{157} If a national court asserts that the application of a Union provision would lead to a result of injustice, it can ask the Court for an interpretation of that provision or for a declaration of invalidity through the preliminary ruling procedure.\textsuperscript{158}

On the other hand, leaving aside this delicate issue of division of powers between the European Union and the Member States, the ECJ seems to recognize that good faith may set limits on the exercise of rights.\textsuperscript{159} Significant examples concern the protection of legitimate expectations. Although this principle cannot be equated with the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights, in core legal systems of the Member States, the protection of legitimate expectations is, in one of its manifestations (namely as a standard of behaviour, for example, the concept of promissory estoppel), closely connected to the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights.\textsuperscript{160}

The Court ruled in \textit{Land Rheinland-Pfalz v. Alcan Deutschland GmbH}\textsuperscript{161} and \textit{Republik Österreich v. Martin Huber}\textsuperscript{162} that the recovery of unlawfully granted aid, from Union or national resources, could be prevented if the beneficiary of that aid had legitimate expectations that the aid was lawful. The principle of good faith will then limit the right to recover the wrongfully granted aid. Moreover, in exceptional circumstances, the ECJ excluded the possibility of relying on a provision of Union law used to challenge a legal relationship established in good faith.\textsuperscript{163}

\textsuperscript{157} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{158} Ibid., para. 26.

\textsuperscript{159} Principles of the Existing EC Contract Law (Acquis Principles), Contract I, 262-263.


\textsuperscript{162} ECJ, 19 Sep. 2002, Case C-336/00, \textit{Republik Österreich v. Martin Huber} [2002] ECR I-7699, para. 59: ‘Community law does not preclude the application of the principles of protection of legitimate expectations and legal certainty in order to prevent recovery of aid, partially financed by the Community, which has been wrongly paid, provided that the interest of the Community is also taken into consideration.’

3.3.2.3 European Contract Law

In addition, in the field of European contract law, there is room for the recognition of a limitative function of good faith. Indeed, the European Commission favours the introduction of a general duty of good faith and fair dealing into contract law, which is still lacking for the moment. Likewise, the legal doctrine seems to encourage the elaboration of a ‘common European standard’ of good faith, which appears to be currently absent in European private law. The limitative function of good faith seems to be present in the *acquis communautaire*. Furthermore, various codification projects of European contract law incorporate a general duty of good faith and fair dealing (see section 3.2 above). This general rule on good faith includes a function of limiting the exercise of rights, as expressly recognized in the commentary on Article 7:102 Acquis Principles.

3.4 Applicability of the General Principle of Union Law of the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights Developed by the ECJ

3.4.1 Applicable to Private Law Relations

Beyond this connection of the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights to the limitative function of the principle of good faith, the general principle of Union law of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed by the ECJ (see section 2.3 above), is also applicable as such to private law relations, to the extent that a question of Union law arises. First, Union law is at stake if the application of national abuse provisions undermines the full effect of rights based on Union law. This follows from the ‘Greek

---


165 Heiderhoff, 124–124; Reisenhuber, 236–237.

challenge’ cases,167 where the ECJ ruled that the full effect of Union rights would be prejudiced if the claim against an increase of capital in breach of Article 25(1) of the Second Company Law Directive were qualified as abusive under Article 281 Greek Civil Code (see section 2.3.1.2.1 above). This ruling applied to relations between private parties, namely a dispute brought by a group of shareholders against a private company and the remaining shareholders.168

Second, Union law is at issue if the application of national abuse measures prejudices the objectives of provisions of Union law. In Centros, the Court ruled that a Member State is allowed to take anti-abuse measures for preventing or penalizing fraud, in conformity with the objectives of the Union provisions:

Either in relation to the company itself (...), or in relation to its members, where it has been established that they are in fact attempting, by means of the formation of a company, to evade their obligations towards private or public creditors established in the territory of the Member State concerned.169

Hence, this ruling equally applies to relations between private parties, namely the members of a company and their creditors.

Moreover, the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights plays an important role in the field of European private law,170 where it is expressly provided for in specific legislative acts,171 or constitutes an important tool for the interpretation of these acts.172


170 See de KLUIVER, 536, who stresses the importance of the existence of a general principle of Union law prohibiting the abuse of rights for the development of a European private law. Without such a general principle, divergent national principles on the prohibition of abuse of rights would threaten the unification process of private law; B. LURGER, Grundfragen der Vereinheitlichung des Vertragsrechts in der Europäischen Union, 198; R. SCHULZE, ‘Allgemeine Rechtsgrundsätze und europäisches Privatrecht’, ZEuP (1993): 456–457, recognizing that the general principles of proportionality and fairness also have an impact on private law matters.

171 As an example, in Directive 2000/35/EC of 29 Jun. 2000 on late payments [2000] OJ L200/35, the thirty days time limit for payment does not start to run before the delivery of the goods. However, if a creditor refuses the acceptance of the goods, it were abusive for him to invoke the lacking starting point of the time limit and, accordingly, the delay of payment. See HEIDERHOFF, 122; M. SCHMIDT-KESSEL, ‘Die Zahlungsverzugsrichtlinie und ihre Umsetzung’, NJW (2001): 98.

172 For instance, according to Art. 3(1) of Directive 1999/44/EC of 25 May 1999 on the sale of consumer goods [1999] OJ L171/12, the seller shall be liable to the consumer for any lack of conformity, which exists at the time the goods were delivered. However, if the consumer causes a delay of delivery, and a lack of conformity arises before the goods were delivered, it were abusive for the consumer to bring an action of liability against the seller. See HEIDERHOFF, 123; SCHMIDT-KESSEL, 2000, 81–82.
Finally, the majority of the legal doctrine recognizes that the scope of the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights is not confined to the traditional areas of public law by mentioning this principle in the list of 'other general principles', which also affect private law matters where Union law is at issue.173

3.4.2 Applicable to European Contract Law
Since the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed by the ECJ, may have an important impact on private law matters, this principle will equally affect European contract law. In this respect, the commentary on Article 2:101 Acquis Principles expressly refers to the ECJ case law on the prohibition of abuse of rights in private law relations where Union law is at stake: Kefalas and Diamantis on the abusive claim against the increase of capital, and Inspire Art on the improper recourse to freedom of establishment in the area of company law.174 The commentary explicitly determines that the content of the principle of good faith is concretized through this case law.175

3.5 Need for a More Explicit Reference to the Prohibition of Abuse of Rights in the Codification Projects?
In light of the above, it should be evaluated whether a more explicit reference to the prohibition of abuse of rights is desirable in the codification projects. Under the current approach, the prohibition of abuse of rights is understood as a specific application of the principle of good faith in its limitative function (see section 3.2 above). According to this view, it is sufficient to insert into the codification projects a general duty of good faith and fair dealing, encompassing a moderating function. However, an alternative approach would be to incorporate the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed by the ECJ, in a specific provision.176

In principle, the current approach, based on good faith and fair dealing, is justifiable. Indeed, the limitative function of good faith has been recognized in core legal systems of the Member States and at the Union level (see section 3.3 above). More specifically, this approach is desirable from the perspective of the reasonableness and fairness-based Civil Law traditions (Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, and Portugal), where the prohibition of abuse of rights is equally
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173 DEVROE, 144, para. 22; HARTKAMP, ‘Vermogensrecht algemeen, Deel I’, 67; LENAERTS & VAN NUFFEL, 715; RIESENHUBER, 18.
175 Ibid., 64.
176 In this context, the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights is considered in its narrow conception, as it is generally defined in the core legal systems of the Member States, namely as the abusive exercise of rights. Thus, we do not refer to the broad conception of abuse of rights, as defined by the ECJ, including cases of circumvention of national legislation, discussed in section 2.3.
considered as one of the applications of the more general and autonomous moder-
ating function of good faith (see section 2.2 above). Under this view, specific rules
on the limitation of the exercise of rights, or the specific sanction of reduction to an
adequate use of rights, can directly be based on the moderating function of good
faith. For instance, the reduction of a stipulated payment for non-performance to a
reasonable amount where it is grossly excessive (Article III-3:712(2) DCFR) is
explained on the basis of the limitative function of good faith.\textsuperscript{177} Hence, an explicit
reference to the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights would not
constitute an added value.\textsuperscript{178}

However, the alternative approach, based on the incorporation of the general
principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, might be preferable from the
perspective of the abuse-based Civil Law traditions (Belgium and France), where
the limitative function of good faith is not autonomous but exclusively linked to the
general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights (see section 2.2 above). Under
this view, specific rules limiting the exercise of rights, such as the prohibition to
invoke a valid term excluding or restricting liability in case of abuse (Article III-
3:105(2) DCFR) or the reduction of a stipulated payment for non-performance to a
reasonable amount (Article III-3:712(2) DCFR), or the specific sanction of reduc-
tion, can only be based on the principle prohibiting the abuse of rights. Hence, an
explicit incorporation of this principle would constitute an added value in two ways.

First, an incorporation would make specific rules on the limitation of the
exercise of rights in the codification projects more acceptable for legal systems with
an abuse of rights tradition, since these rules could be explicitly connected to the
principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights. Second, an explicit incorporation of
the principle prohibiting the abuse of rights would remove the above discussed risk
that every Member State would give its own interpretation to the general wording of
‘good faith and fair dealing’ (see section 3.2.1 above). A clear link would be
established between the principle prohibiting the abuse of rights and the general
duty of good faith.

Such an incorporation into the codification projects of the general principle
of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed by the ECJ, would be conceivable,
since this principle has gradually been recognized as a general principle of Union
law (see section 2.3 above). This general principle has a broad scope of application
and may therefore also affect private law matters, including contract law, where a

\textsuperscript{177} See for other examples, Art. III-3:105(2) DCFR (a valid term excluding or restricting liability may
not be invoked if contrary to good faith and fair dealing) or Art. III-3:302(3)b DCFR (specific performance
cannot be enforced if unreasonably burdensome or expensive). These rules are directly
based on the moderating function of good faith and fair dealing, expressed in Art. III-1:103 DCFR.

\textsuperscript{178} The current approach also seems acceptable from the perspective of the Common Law and Nordic
legal systems, which do not openly recognize a general principle of good faith but often reach
similar results based on ‘unfairness’ through the use of other concepts. See ZIMMERMANN &
WHITTAKER.
question of Union law arises (see section 3.4 above).\textsuperscript{179} Moreover, from the perspective of the abuse-based traditions, it could even be considered to include specific, non-exhaustive, criteria for the existence of an abuse into the codification projects, which are recognized as a common concept in the various legal traditions of the Member States. Indeed, in the abuse-based traditions, the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights finds a smooth application in the case law due to the existence of such specific criteria, concretizing the limitative function of good faith.\textsuperscript{180} Similarly, an incorporation of such specific criteria into the codification projects could lead to a more transparent use of the principle of prohibition of abuse of rights at the Union level.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the prohibition of abuse of rights amounts to a general principle of Union law. Not only does a common concept of abuse of rights exist in the legal traditions of the Member States but also the importance of the principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights has increased in the case law of the ECJ. The Court has gradually built a Union concept of abuse of rights, with its own conditions of application (\textit{Emsland-Stärke, Halifax,} and \textit{Cadbury Schweppes}), which has been explicitly qualified as a general principle of Union law (\textit{Kofoed}).

Yet, the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed by the ECJ, is not expressly incorporated into the codification projects on European contract law. This principle constitutes one of the applications of the general duty of good faith and fair dealing in its limitative function. In principle, this approach is valid, particularly from the perspective of the reasonableness and fairness-based Civil Law traditions, where specific rules limiting the exercise of rights (e.g., the reduction of a stipulated payment for non-performance if it is grossly excessive) can directly be based on the moderating function of good faith and fair dealing.

This approach also seems to be acceptable from the perspective of the Common Law and Nordic traditions, which do not openly recognize a general principle of good faith but often reach similar results, based on ‘fairness’, by using other concepts.

\textsuperscript{179} Indeed, in the abuse-based legal traditions, the general principle of the prohibition of abuse of rights, as developed outside the field of contract law - in property law - underlies the introduction of a similar institution into contract law through the moderating function of good faith. This limitative function may even only be applied if the specific criteria for the general principle of abuse of rights, as developed outside contract law, are fulfilled (see s. 2.2 \textit{supra}). Based on this model, the Union concept of abuse of rights, also created outside the domain of contract law but with an impact on private law relations, could concretize the limitative function of good faith (see section 3.4.2 \textit{supra}, commentary on Art. 2:101 Acquis Principles).

\textsuperscript{180} See for an overview of these specific criteria, \textit{S\textsuperscript{1}T\textsuperscript{1}N\textsuperscript{1}S}, ‘Abus, mais de quel(s) droit(s)? Réflexions sur l’exécution de bonne foi des contrats et l’abus de droits contractuels’, 40–41; \textit{S\textsuperscript{1}T\textsuperscript{1}N\textsuperscript{1}S}, 2005, 67-70, paras 91-92.
However, an explicit incorporation of the general principle of prohibition of abuse of rights would be desirable from the perspective of the abuse-based Civil Law traditions, where specific rules limiting the exercise of rights (e.g., the prohibition to invoke a valid term excluding or restricting liability in case of abuse, or the reduction of a stipulated payment for non-performance if it is excessive) can only be explained through the principle prohibiting the abuse of rights. Such an express incorporation would also be in line with the recognition of a general principle of Union law prohibiting the abuse of rights in the case law of the ECJ.